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ABSTRACT: Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is a facile
process to decorate carbon surfaces with redox-active nano-
layers. This is a particularly attractive route to obtain hybrid
electrode materials for high performance electrochemical
energy storage applications. Using activated carbon and carbon
onions as representatives of substrate materials with large
internal or external surface area, respectively, we have studied
the enhanced energy storage capacity of vanadium oxide
coatings. While the internal porosity of activated carbon readily
becomes blocked by obstructing nanopores, carbon onions
enable the continued deposition of vanadia within their large
interparticle voids. Electrochemical benchmarking in lithium
perchlorate in acetonitrile (1 M LiClO4) showed a maximum
capacity of 122 mAh/g when using vanadia coated activated
carbon and 129 mAh/g for vanadia coated carbon onions. There is an optimum amount of vanadia between 50 and 65 wt % for
both substrates that results in an ideal balance between redox-activity and electrical conductivity of the hybrid electrode.
Assembling asymmetric (charge balanced) full-cells, a maximum specific energy of 38 Wh/kg and 29 Wh/kg was found for
carbon onions and activated carbon, respectively. The stability of both systems is promising, with a capacity retention of ∼85−
91% after 7000 cycles for full-cell measurements.

1. INTRODUCTION

Supercapacitors are devices for rapid and efficient electro-
chemical energy storage,1 distinguished by high specific power,
fast charge and discharge, and long lifetimes. However,
supercapacitors suffer from an energy density significantly
below state-of-the-art lithium-ion batteries, commonly by an
order of magnitude.2 The most common variety of super-
capacitors, so-called electrical double-layer capacitors (EDLCs),
store energy via reversible ion electrosorption at electrically
charged fluid/solid interfaces of high surface area carbon
electrodes.3 So far, various carbons and carbon nanomaterials
have been extensively studied including activated carbons
(ACs),4,5 carbon onions (or onion-like carbon, OLC),6,7

carbon nanotubes,8,9 graphene,10,11 carbon nanofibers,12,13

and carbon aerogels.14 The most common group of electrode
materials is ACs because of their low cost and high specific
surface area (SSA), which can reach up to about 3000 m2/
g,15,16 enabling specific double-layer capacitances of typically
100−200 F/g (equal to 33−66 mAh/g) in aqueous electro-
lytes.2

With a common diameter in the micrometer range, the high
intraparticle porosity (inner porosity) of AC particles may
reduce the high power performance of AC-based super-
capacitors due to ion transport limitations.17 Thus, materials
with a large interparticle porosity (outer porosity originating
from a nanoscopic primary particle size) are highly attractive,
for example, carbon nanotubes, graphene, or carbon
onions.2,6,18 In particular, carbon onions have been found as
promising candidates for high power supercapacitor electrodes.
Structurally, carbon onions are small carbon quasi-nanospheres
composed of concentrically stacked graphitic shells,19 usually
without inner porosity and surface area values in the range of
200−600 m2/g.20 A facile and scalable synthesis route for
carbon onions is the thermal annealing of nanodiamond
powders in inert atmosphere or vacuum.21 During the
annealing process, sp3-hybridized nanodiamond is progressively
converted to quasi-spherical sp2-carbon onions, yielding
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particles of about 5−10 nm in diameter.19 Given the moderate
surface area (typically four-times smaller than activated
carbon), carbon onions themselves only provide a specific
capacitance of about 20−40 F/g (= 7−14 mAh/g) in aqueous
electrolytes.7 Yet, their electrical conductivity is about one
order of magnitude higher than for AC,22 which makes them
attractive as electrode materials for high-rate supercapaci-
tors,18,22 conductive additive,23 or substrate for hybrid electro-
des employing redox-active materials such as metal oxides,24

electroactive polymers,25 or surface functional groups.26

With the limitation of double-layer capacitance to around 0.1
F/m2 (normalized to electrode surface area), the energy storage
capacity can be severely enhanced by use of redox-active
materials.6,27 The resulting devices benefit from fast and
reversible redox reactions or intercalation processes between
the ions and the surface of the electrode.28 Depending on the
charge-vs-voltage profile, redox-active media can be separated
in capacitor-like systems (also known as pseudocapacitors; e.g.,
MnO2, RuO2, or MXene)29−31 and battery-like systems (with
clearly visible redox peaks; e.g., Co(OH)2, polyaniline, or
quinones).25,32 Materials enabling Li+ intercalation commonly
belong to the latter group, for example, vanadium pentoxide
(V2O5).

33−35 The distinction between capacitor- or battery-like
behavior determines the choice of the most suitable perform-
ance metrics; while capacitors and intrinsic pseudocapacitive
materials can be characterized by their specific capacitance
(unit: F/g), the performance of battery-like devices should be
described by means of specific capacity (unit: mAh/g) because
of the nonconstant charge-vs-potential relation. For comparison
between the two, the use of specific energy (Wh/kg) is
preferred.36,37

The implementation of redox-active media to carbon
electrodes faces many challenges. The direct use of most
redox-active materials is not favorable given their poor electrical
conductivity and low charge propagation.2,38 Mixtures of
conductive materials and redox-active materials, such as metal
oxides, are often complicated by the need for small particle
sizes and highly homogeneous phase distribution for optimized
performance. The final goal is a hybrid electrode of highly
conductive substrates decorated with thin layers or small
particles of redox-active materials.2,39 By this way, the high
specific energy of battery-like devices may be matched with a
rate handling performance known from capacitor-like systems.
For that purpose, carbon nanotubes,40−42 carbon onions,24,43

and metal nanowires44,45 have been investigated, among others,
as substrate materials. The outer surface of these materials can
be effectively decorated with redox-active materials by vapor
deposition techniques like chemical vapor deposition and
atomic layer deposition (ALD),41,46,47 hydrothermal syn-
thesis,24,48 or drop-casting methods.43

ALD is a very versatile method to deposit nanoscale films of
metal oxides on substrate surfaces. The process exhibits
enhanced control over thickness and conformity of the
fabricated coating due to its cyclic and self-limiting character.49

Therefore, ALD has emerged as a promising tool to improve
the performance of electrochemical devices, especially by
decorating carbons with redox-active material, where a so-
called nonline-of-sight deposition technique is required.50 For
example, Boukhalfa et al. coated carbon nanotubes with
vanadium oxide via ALD and showed a linear increase in the
tube diameter with increasing number of ALD cycles, thereby
demonstrating the high conformity of the layer and high
controllability of the thickness.41 The amount of deposited

vanadia strongly influenced the electrochemical performance of
the hybrid electrode: for 100 ALD cycles, which corresponded
to a layer thickness of about 10 nm, a specific capacitance of
530 F/g (177 mAh/g) in aqueous LiCl electrolyte was
measured at a scan rate of 5 mV/s. Yet, for 500 ALD cycles,
this value dropped by nearly 90% to about 60 F/g (20 mAh/g).
The authors explained this behavior with the limited access of
the electrolyte ions to the bulk of the coating and the drop in
electrical conductivity with increasing metal oxide content.
Our work has been sparked by the pioneering work, among

others, from the Yushin group41 regarding the highly promising
enhancement of electrochemical energy storage capacity by
ALD decoration on carbon nanotubes as well as by the most
recent work of Daubert et al.,47 employing ALD on nanoporous
carbons. Here, we present for the first time a comprehensive
study on the impact of endohedral (AC) and exohedral (OLC)
surface morphology on the ALD growth mechanism and the
resulting electrochemical performance. Especially decorating
directly free-standing polymer-bound electrodes is highly
attractive because of beneficial electrical contacting between
the carbon particles and the enhanced creation of an electrically
conductive network. For contrast: metal oxide coated particles
may increase the electrode resistance because of the high
resistance of many redox active materials. Furthermore, vanadia
nanocoatings are not fully stable in solvents used for electrode
production, which is of no concern when already assembled
electrodes are subject to the ALD process. The main issue with
employing materials like activated carbon is related to clogging
nanopores47 in micrometer-sized particles, which may drasti-
cally reduce the energy storage capacity and even more severely
limit the power performance. Also, it has not yet been
established what the actual performance difference will be when
comparing materials with high intraparticle porosity versus
materials with just external surface area to survey competing
effects of number of active sites versus ion transport.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Preparation of Carbon Substrate Electrodes. OLCs were

synthesized by thermal annealing of detonation nanodiamond with a
diameter of 4−6 nm (NaBond Technologies), as described else-
where.20 The annealing process of the nanodiamond powder was
carried out in a graphite crucible using a water cooled high
temperature furnace with tungsten heater (Thermal Technology
Inc.) in argon atmosphere at 1700 °C for 1 h (heating/cooling rate: 20
°C/min). Commercial YP-80F (Kuraray Chemicals Co.) was chosen
as activated carbon (AC).

To fabricate free-standing carbon electrodes, carbon powder was
mixed with 5 wt % (AC) or 10 wt % (carbon onions) of
polytetrafluoroethylene binder (PTFE, 60 wt % solution in water,
Sigma-Aldrich) and ethanol. The obtained slurry was then rolled to a
50−60 μm thick electrode. Electrodes were dried in a vacuum oven (2
× 103 Pa) for about 6 h at 120 °C prior to further use. Further
information on the electrode fabrication procedure is found in ref 51.

2.2. ALD of Redox-Active Material on Carbon Substrate
Electrodes. The coating process was performed with an open-load
ALD system (OpAL; Oxford Instruments). The reactor is surrounded
by a custom-made inert gas glovebox (M. Braun Inertgas-Systeme) to
ensure dry loading of the samples. Vanadium oxide layers were
synthesized from vanadium(V)-oxytriisopropoxide (VOTIP; SAFC
Hitech) as metalorganic precursor and deionized water vapor (Milli-Q,
Merck) as reactant gas. The VOTIP pot was heated to 45 °C, and the
gases entered the ALD reactor during successive 20 s dosage steps.
After each dosage step, argon was used to purge the reactor for 10 s. At
the end of each cycle, the reactor was evacuated for 8 s. The table
temperature inside the reactor was kept at 180 °C. The PTFE-bound
carbon electrodes were mounted vertically on the heated table so that
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the precursor and reactant gas were able to penetrate the electrodes
from both sides. Before the deposition process, the electrodes were
treated with oxygen plasma for 5 min to enrich their surfaces in
functional groups. By that way, the homogeneity of VOTIP adsorption
on the carbon substrate in the first ALD cycle was enhanced. The
resulting vanadium oxide coated electrodes are further referred to as
carbon/vanadia hybrids. The nomenclature of samples (e.g., OLC
+100) means the carbon substrate coated with 100 ALD cycles of
vanadia.
In preliminary tests, instead of coating PTFE-bound electrodes, we

also surveyed to coat carbon particles instead. However, the metal
oxide coatings were not stable when exposed to the ethanol-based
electrode preparation. Use of PTFE-bound electrodes was also more
beneficial since carbon−carbon contacts were not negatively affected
by the coating process and improved scalability was ensured.
2.3. Structural Characterization. Scanning electron microscopy

(SEM) was carried out employing a JSM-7500F (JEOL) operating at 3
kV. Electrodes were cut with a razor blade and attached to a steel
sample holder by carbon tape to take cross-sectional images. Energy
dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectra were recorded at 15 kV with an X-
Max-150 (Oxford Instruments) attached to the SEM. Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) was performed with a 2100F system
(JEOL) at 200 kV. The samples were prepared by dispersing and
sonicating the electrodes in isopropanol and placed on a copper grid
with a lacey carbon film (Gatan Inc.).
For X-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments, a D8 Advance XRD

(Bruker AXS) diffractometer with a copper X-ray source (CuKα, 40 kV,
40 mA) and a nickel filter was used. All measurements were performed
in a range from 10−60° 2θ with a step width of 0.02° 2θ.
Raman spectra were recorded by a Renishaw inVia Raman

Microscope employing an Nd:YAG laser with an excitation wavelength
of 532 nm. A grating with 2400 lines/mm and a 50× objective were
used to reach a spectral resolution of about 1.2 cm−1. The laser spot on
the sample was about 1 μm in diameter at a power of 2.5 mW. The
acquisition time of each spectrum was 30 s, and 10 accumulations were
applied.
Nitrogen gas sorption analysis (GSA) was performed with an

Autosorb iQ System (Quantachrome). The PTFE-bound electrodes
and the carbon/vanadia hybrid electrodes were degassed at 150 °C for
10 h under vacuum (100 Pa) to remove adsorbed water and gas
molecules. For the GSA, the variation of relative pressure of liquid
nitrogen (−196 °C) from 5 × 10−7 to 1.0 occurred in 68 steps. The
SSA was calculated with the Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET)

equation52 in the linear range of the relative pressure between 0.01
and 0.20 using the ASQwin-software. The pore size distribution
(PSD), as well as the total pore volume, was calculated by quenched-
solid density functional theory (QSDFT).53 A model for slit-shaped
pores between 0.56 and 37.5 nm was employed.

Energy filtered imaging (EFTEM) was conducted on Libra 120
transmission electron microscope (Carl Zeiss AG) operated at 120
keV. The specimen was prepared by dispersing vanadium oxide coated
carbon onion powder in tetrahydrofuran (THF) followed by placing a
drop on a lacey carbon film TEM grid. The TEM grid was dried at 50
°C to remove traces of THF before inserting into the TEM
instrument.

2.4. Electrochemical Characterization. The electrochemical
performance was characterized using a three-electrode setup (half-cell)
outlined in more detail in ref 54. The carbon/vanadia hybrids with
different vanadia-loadings were employed as working electrodes. The
mass of the working electrodes was between 1 and 2 mg. The
oversized counter electrode was PTFE-bound AC (YP-80F, Kuraray)
with a mass of about 15 mg. As reference electrode, PTFE-bound
activated carbon (YP-50F, Kuraray) was chosen.55 The current
collectors consisted of carbon-coated, 12 mm diameter aluminum
foil (Zflo 2653, Exopack Technologies) and 13 mm glass fiber mat as
separator (GF/D, Whatman). After assembly, the cells were dried at
120 °C in a vacuum oven overnight to remove any moisture. The cells
were then electrolyte filled in an inert gas glovebox (MBraun
Labmaster 130, O2 and H2O < 1 ppm) with 1 M LiClO4 (battery
grade, Sigma-Aldrich) in acetonitrile (battery grade, BASF). A two-
electrode setup (full-cell) was employed to further characterize hybrid
electrodes with 100 ALD cycles. Therefore, both a charge balanced,
asymmetric setup with carbon/vanadia and activated carbon (YP-80F,
Kuraray) and a symmetric setup with two carbon/vanadia electrodes
of the same mass were utilized. In the charge balanced setup, the mass
of the activated carbon electrode was chosen as three-fold the mass of
carbon/vanadia electrodes. All other assembly steps were chosen
equivalently to the three-electrode setup described above.

The electrochemical measurements were carried out with a
potentiostat/galvanostat (VSP300, Bio-Logic) and included cyclic
voltammetry (CV) and galvanostatic charge/discharge with potential
limitation (GCPL). Cyclic voltammograms were recorded in a
potential window from −1.2 V to +1.2 V versus YP-50F reference
for half-cells and 0 V to +2.5 V for full-cells, respectively, with scanning
rates of 1 mV/s and 10 mV/s. For half-cells, galvanostatic charge/
discharge cycling was carried out by between 0 and −1.2 V, for full-

Figure 1. Scanning and transmission electron micrographs of carbon onion hybrid electrodes coated with (A, B, C) 50 ALD cycles and (E, F, G) 200
ALD-cycles as well as (D, H) schematic illustrations of the respective coating structures.
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cells between 0 and +2.5 V. The applied specific currents ranged from
0.05−10 A/g, with respect to the active mass of the working electrode
in half-cells, or to the active mass of both electrodes in full-cells,
respectively (excluding the mass of the PTFE-binder, which differs for
AC and carbon onion electrodes). The specific (gravimetric) capacity
Csp was calculated from the GCPL data by integration of the discharge
current over the discharge time according to eq 1:

∫
=C

I t

m

d
t

t

sp
0

(1)

where I is the current, t the discharge time, and m the total mass of the
working electrode (half-cells) or the total mass of both electrodes (full-
cells), respectively.
The specific energy Esp of full-cells was calculated by integration of

the voltage over the discharge time by employing eq 2:

∫
=E

I U t t

m

( ) d
t U

t U

sp
( )

( )

max

min

(2)

where U(t) is the time-dependent voltage and m the total mass of both
electrodes. Long-term stability tests were performed in half-cells by
charge/discharge from −1.2 to 0 V with a specific current of 1.0 A/g.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Structural Characterization. Carbon onions were

derived from detonation nanodiamond (ND) powder by
thermal annealing at 1700 °C (see Supporting Information,
Figure S1), which caused transformation of the diamond core
and amorphous layers of ND to graphitic carbon shells,
resulting in carbon onion particles. These particles form
agglomerates of up to 2 μm, which are built up by primary
aggregates ranging from 10−100 nm in size (see Supporting
Information, Figure S2), as has been demonstrated before.23

The agglomeration of carbon onions during the synthesis is
resulting from agglomeration of the precursor, high temper-
ature treatment induced particle−particle sintering, and carbon
redistribution processes.56 Carbon onion electrodes have been
coated with different mass loadings of vanadium oxide, and
their surface morphology has been studied via SEM and TEM
and is shown in Figure 1. From a macroscopic point of view, no

major structural changes were detected after the ALD process
using SEM (Figure 1A,E). As seen from the TEM images in
Figure 1, panels B and C and as schematically exemplified in
Figure 1, panel D, a partial coverage of carbon onion surfaces
with vanadia layers was obtained at a low mass loading after 50
ALD cycles. Sample OLC + 200 (Figure 1F−H) shows a dense
particle coating, which exhibits a mixture of crystalline and
amorphous vanadia structures. The interparticle space is fully
covered by the vanadia coating; hence, there is no observable
pore space inside the carbon onion agglomerates. The TEM
micrographs show that the growth of vanadia layers on carbon
onion particles does not occur in a completely continuous
manner on a nanoscopic level. After 50 ALD cycles, the carbon
onion particles were only partially coated. This can be explained
by the lack of initial adsorption sites for the VOTIP precursor
molecules.57 As a consequence, small domains of vanadia
nucleate distributed over the carbon onion surfaces and start
growing. After 200 ALD cycles, these vanadia domains merged,
and the surface is more continuously coated. Crystalline
vanadia is preferentially found on the outside of agglomerates,
while interparticle space inside the agglomerates mostly
consists of amorphous vanadia in absence of required space
for crystal growth. The distribution of vanadia within the
primary particles was evaluated using EFTEM and was found to
be relatively homogeneous (Supporting Information, Figure
S3). It is demonstrated that vanadia growth occurred mostly
inside the agglomerates, filling interparticle space, rather than
forming thick layers on the outer surface of carbon onion
primary particles.
AC consists of porous and incompletely graphitic carbon

particles (Figure 2) with a size distribution between 1 and 5
μm, which is in accordance with data from sedimentation
analysis (Supporting Information, Figure S2). The shape of the
particles is not uniform and more polygonal compared to the
highly spherical and isometric carbon onions. Large macropores
of different sizes are readily seen on the surfaces of the particles
with electron microscopy (Figure 2A,E). AC exhibits few
interparticle contacts, and connections are mainly formed by
PTFE-fibers in the electrode. Inside the AC particles that were

Figure 2. Scanning and transmission electron micrographs of activated carbon hybrid electrodes coated with (A, B, C) 50 ALD cycles and (E, F, G)
200 ALD-cycles as well as (D, H) schematic illustrations of the respective coating structures.
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coated with 50 ALD cycles, several vanadia domains with a
diameter of about 1 nm were detected by TEM (Figure 2B,C),
while no vanadia is present outside of these spots. Also, on the
outer surface of AC particles, only little coating is visible,
indicating a preferential initial adsorption of VOTIP precursor
inside the nanopores. These domains inside the AC particles
grow with an increasing number of ALD cycles. At higher mass
loadings, a rather homogeneous distribution of vanadia in the
intraparticle space (Figure 2F,G) is observed. The dense filling
is a result of the merging of growing domains.
To examine the coating arrangement fabricated via ALD in

the cross-section of the about 50 μm thick, free-standing
electrodes, energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) was
carried out. As indicated by the homogeneous intensity of
oxygen and vanadium element mappings (Supporting In-
formation, Figure S4), a highly uniform distribution of vanadia
through the entire electrode thickness was achieved by
choosing suitable ALD parameters.
The vanadia loading in the hybrid electrodes was determined

by weighing the electrodes prior to and after the ALD process.
The relation between the number of ALD cycles and the
relative mass gain is illustrated in Figure 3. It is demonstrated

that the vanadia loading increases linearly with the number of
ALD cycles for carbon onion electrodes, with an average mass
gain of about 1.4% per cycle, with respect to the initial mass.
This linearity demonstrates the highly conformal ALD
deposition enabled by choosing a suitable dosage time of 20
s for sufficient diffusion of VOTIP precursor and reaction gas
molecules to all available adsorption sites in the OLC electrode
and for complete reaction during each ALD cycle. The mass
gain for AC converges to a saturation for higher numbers of
ALD cycles. The nonlinear mass gain behavior is a consequence
of the high inner porosity of AC. With increasing vanadia
loading, blocking of subnanometer pores in the micrometer-
sized particles reduces the accessible surface area for VOTIP
molecules on which to adsorb. Consequently, the mass increase
for one ALD cycle decreases from a 1.3% after 50 cycles to
0.7% after 200 cycles.
X-ray diffractograms of the hybrid electrodes (Supporting

Information, Figure S5) exhibited very low peak intensities for
vanadia, which make the data insufficient for a detailed
description of the crystal structure. It can rather be regarded

as an indication for a predominately amorphous/nanocrystal-
line vanadia of vanadia. To provide a more detailed structural
characterization of the coating material, Raman spectroscopy
was carried out.
The Raman spectrum of carbon onion hybrid electrodes

contains several characteristic vanadia peaks (Figure 4A). The
peak corresponding to the relative motions of two V2O5 unit
cells is located at 142 cm−158−60 and can be found for sample
OLC+50, but for the other three mass loadings of vanadia, the
corresponding peak is shifted to 158 cm−1. Similarly, the peak
attributed to the VO stretching mode, found in V2O5, V2O3,
and VO2, is reported at 992 cm−1 in literature,58−60 which is in
accordance to the peak observed for OLC+50. For the other
three samples, the peak is shifted to a value of 1024 cm−1. The
two peaks at 267 and 406 cm−1, also characteristic for the V
O bond,58−60 are found in all recorded spectra, with the latter
only exhibiting a sharp shape for the OLC+50 sample. The
peak occurring at 516 cm−1 represents a triply coordinated
oxygen bond (present in V2O5), and the peak at 704 cm−1 a
doubly coordinated oxygen bond (present in VO2 and
V2O3).

58−60 The results suggest the presence of vanadia in
three oxidation states (III−V), with the fully oxidized and V2O5
being the predominant phase, indicated by the peaks with most
intensity at 142, 158, and 516 cm−1. The spectrum of OLC +
50 is in best accordance with the literature values. For higher
vanadia loadings, the peak shifting suggests distortions of the
VO bond, as have been described in literature for V2O5.

58,61

The Raman spectrum of AC hybrid electrodes only exhibits a
very low intensity of the characteristic V2O5 peak at 142 or 158
cm−1 (Figure 4B) as a consequence of the growth of mostly
amorphous vanadia in the intraparticle space. The exclusively
external surface area of carbon onions provides favorable
conditions for crystalline growth of vanadia layers, contrary to
the microporous internal surface area of AC particles.
Consequently, OLC/vanadia electrodes contain proportionally
more crystalline vanadia, therefore showing higher Raman
signal intensities.
An analysis of the D- and G-peaks is conducted with

baseline-subtracted and D-peak normalized spectra, given in
Figure 4, panels C and D. For both carbon materials after
coating, a shift of D- and G-peak position to higher vibration
frequencies is clearly visible compared to the uncoated carbon
materials. Furthermore, the full width at half-maximum
(FWHM) of the D-peaks increases by about 20% for all coated
electrodes, while the FWHM of G-peaks remains roughly
constant (Figure 4E). A decreasing areal intensity ratio of the
D- and G-peak (ID/IG) is detected for coated carbon onion
electrodes, while ID/IG increases with higher ALD cycle
numbers for coated activated carbon (Figure 4F). The changes
in peak position, FWHM, and areal intensity ratio appear to be
irrespective of the vanadia loading, as the spectra of all coated
electrodes are virtually identical. Thus, we can see that some
initial change of the carbon structure of AC and OLC takes
place after a few ALD cycles without significant further changes.
The reason for this behavior is the formation of the vanadia/
carbon interface during the beginning of the coating process.
With a higher number of ALD cycles, the layer growth is mostly
realized by vanadia/vanadia reactions, which have no impact on
the carbon structure. The peak shifting has been described for
the G-peak of disordered graphite in literature.62,63 While the
effect is not observable for pure graphite, the introduction of
disorder is linked with a proportionally growing G-peak
shifting.62 We suspect the observed carbon disordering of

Figure 3. Relative mass gain of OLC and AC hybrid electrodes after
the ALD process, with respect to the initial mass.
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coated electrodes to be the consequence of surface stresses
induced by a nonepitaxial growth of vanadia layers. Thereby, we
introduce external stresses to the hexagonal arrays of sp2-carbon
that cause a change in vibrational modes of in-plane bond-
stretching motions.63 This analysis is in conclusion with the
increasing FWHM of the D-peak for both carbons, which is
indicative for a reduction in long-range ordering of graphitic
carbon.20

An increasing ID/IG ratio is generally associated with
structural disorder and the introduction of defects in carbon.64

The increasing ID/IG ratio for coated activated carbons supports
the former observations, whereas the decreasing ID/IG ratio for
carbon onions can be explained by the model of Ferrari and
Robertson.63 For crystalline domain sizes below a diameter of
about 2 nm, ID is considered to be proportional to the
probability of finding sp2-hybridized carbon rings,63 and
consequently, a decreasing ID/IG ratio suggests a higher degree
of disorder. In the case of carbon onions, the domain size of
hexagonal sp2-carbon rings is further reduced under the
influence of external stresses. Thus, a drop to or below 2 nm

of the remaining crystalline clusters can be assumed, and
therefore, the drop in ID/IG is in agreement with the findings
for peak shifting and FWHM.
The impact of the ALD coating on porosity and pore size

distribution of the carbon electrodes is evaluated by nitrogen
gas sorption analysis. The isotherms of carbon onion hybrid
electrodes, as shown in Figure 5, panel A, exhibit a typical type
II shape with H3 hysteresis of the most recent 2015 IUPAC
classification,65 which is evident for a nonporous nanoparticle
structure. With increasing vanadia loading, the specific volume
of adsorbed nitrogen decreases due to the density increase of
the hybrid electrode and partial filling of interparticle space.
The isotherm shape of AC-based hybrid electrodes up to 100
ALD cycles correspond to type I(b), as seen from Figure 5,
panel B. These electrodes exhibit a steep increase in adsorbed
nitrogen at low pressures, which is associated with the filling of
micropores. The hysteresis loops are smaller than for carbon
onion electrodes and match with type H4, which is correlated
with a micro- and mesoporous carbon structure. Only a very
small amount of nitrogen was adsorbed on samples AC+150

Figure 4. Raman spectra (overview) of (A) carbon onion and (B) activated carbon hybrid electrodes, characteristic vanadia peaks are labeled
accordingly. Detailed spectra of D- and G-peaks for (C) carbon onion and (D) activated carbon hybrid electrodes as well as (E) the full width at half-
maximum (FWHM) and (F) the areal intensity ratio as a function of coating thickness highlight the changes in carbon structure introduced by
vanadia coatings.
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and AC+200. Their isotherm shape is best described as type-
III-like, corresponding to nonporous or macroporous materials
with weak adsorbent−adsorbate interactions.65 The reason for
this is the extensive micro- and mesopore blocking for higher
amounts of vanadia coating. These observations are corrobo-
rated by the calculated SSAs (BET), which are listed in Table 1.

With increasing vanadia loading, SSABET and pore volume
decreased for both types of hybrid electrodes. This decrease is
mainly caused by two factors. First, the skeletal and geometric
density of the hybrid electrode increases with a growing
amount of comparably high density vanadia (V2O5, 3.36 g/cm

3;
VO2, 4.34 g/cm3) that is primarily occupying internal pore
volume and interparticle voids. The second factor is attributed
to pore blocking by the vanadia coating, which makes surface

area inside micropores inaccessible, as it is mainly observed for
AC hybrid electrodes.
The pore size distribution (PSD) of carbon onion electrodes

is characterized by micropores around 1 nm, formed by direct
particle contacts, and a high amount of mesopores, formed by
intercluster voids between the nanoscopic primary particles
(Figure 5C).20 Uncoated OLCs are dominated by mesopores
starting at about 2 nm, while pores of coated samples are
mostly above 6 nm in size. The general shape of all OLC pore
size distribution curves is similar, only shifted toward larger
pore widths and smaller total volume with increasing number of
ALD cycles. Therefore, it can be assumed that mostly small
mesopores between the primary particles in the range of about
2−6 nm were filled by vanadia during the ALD process. The
pore structure of AC electrodes (Figure 5D) for samples
AC+50 and AC+100 shares many similarities with uncoated
AC. The amount of micropores up to 0.8 nm is roughly equal
(ca. 0.1 cm3/g), and a decrease in pore volume is found for
pores starting at a width of about 1 nm up to 100 ALD cycles.
These findings show that vanadia growth preferentially occurs
in pores above 1 nm since there is insufficient space for initial
VOTIP adsorption inside subnanometer micropores, as
confirmed in a previous study.47 Complete blocking of these
micropores is observed in advanced growth stages of vanadia,
for samples AC+150 and AC+200, which is caused by layers
covering the micropore necks.

3.2. Electrochemical Characterization. CV for carbon
onion electrodes was carried out in half-cells (i.e., three
electrode setup) to first characterize the performance of hybrid
electrodes with respect to the coating thickness. The CVs of

Figure 5. Nitrogen sorption isotherms at standard temperature and pressure (STP) and specific cumulative pore volume of (A, C) carbon onion and
(B, D) activated carbon hybrid electrodes.

Table 1. Comparison of SSABET, SSADFT, and Pore Volume
of Carbon Onion and Activated Carbon Hybrid Electrodes

material SSABET (m2/g) SSADFT (m2/g) pore volume (cm3/g)

carbon onions 352 311 0.93
+ 50 98 98 0.31
+ 100 50 44 0.12
+ 150 69 53 0.15
+ 200 42 33 0.09
activated carbon 1759 1289 0.86
+ 50 800 643 0.48
+ 100 458 323 0.38
+ 150 237 77 0.13
+ 200 28 13 0.02
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uncoated carbon onion electrodes exhibit a rectangular shape
(Figure 6A), which is indicative of a nearly ideal capacitive
behavior.36,66 The symmetric, slight current increase observed
at higher voltages is not related to noncapacitive reactions but is
rather caused by an increase in the density of states of charge
carries for highly graphitized carbon electrodes at high
potentials (“butterfly-effect”) and has been discussed elsewhere
in more detail.54,67 The specific current of OLC/vanadia hybrid
electrodes at 1 mV/s significantly increased compared to
uncoated carbon onions, particularly for negative potentials
(Figure 6A). The current increase can be distinguished as either
an amplification of the rectangular signal, which is typical for
pseudocapacitors, or as formation of two peaks, characteristic
for battery-like devices.28 These findings are similar to other
carbon/vanadia systems that have been investigated before such
as CNT/vanadia41 or nanoporous carbon/vanadia.47 It can be
assumed that Faradaic reactions at the electrode/electrolyte
interface and intercalation reactions of lithium-ions in the
coating both contribute to the current increase. For sample
OLC+50, two redox peaks are clearly visible at −0.4 V versus
carbon for charging and −0.5 V versus carbon for discharging,
indicating a potential-dependent reaction, which is in alignment
with peak positions for lithium intercalation.68,69 With an
increasing number of ALD cycles, the peaks are less
pronounced and the current increase associated with the
potential dependent reaction is stretched over a larger potential
range.38 The change of the CV shape for different coating
thicknesses gives information about the kinetics of the
reactions. The pronounced peaks for OLC+50 are the result
of a high reaction rate of lithium intercalation in V2O5, whereas
the peak stretching for higher numbers of ALD cycles is caused
by slower reaction kinetics. The main reason is the growing
coating thickness that results in a decrease in electrical
conductivity due to the less conductive vanadia42,70 and longer

diffusion paths for lithium ions to the reaction sites,71 both
inhibiting high reaction rates. Also, as discussed in the Raman
data section, OLC+50 exhibited the highest degree of structural
V2O5 ordering, which contributes to enhanced intercalation
kinetics.
The CVs of AC/vanadia hybrid electrodes (Figure 6B) reveal

a higher charge storage capacity compared to uncoated AC.
The shape of the CV curves reveals similarities with OLC/
vanadia, except for the sample AC+50. Here, in contrast to
OLC+50, no typical battery-like redox peaks can be observed,
and a mostly (pseudo)capacitive behavior is exhibited. Vanadia
growth on AC surfaces is initiated by the formation of few
nanodomains, mostly inside the porous AC particles, which are
about 1 nm in size after 50 ALD cycles (Figure 2B,C). From
the Raman data, it was concluded that these domains do not
exhibit a crystalline structure (Figure 4B), and therefore, no
high intercalation capacity for lithium ions is expected. Thus,
the increase in specific capacity for AC+50 is mainly attributed
to Faradaic (surface) reactions. The emergence of highly broad
and ill-contoured redox peaks at a higher number of ALD
cycles is resulting from the converging vanadia nuclei, which
begin to form crystalline structures that mostly consist of V2O5
and promote lithium intercalation.34

Galvanostatic charge/discharge measurements were carried
out by applying a negative potential to the working electrode
versus carbon in anticipation of redox reactions of Li+ with the
vanadia layers of the hybrid electrodes (Figure 6C,D). It can be
seen that the discharge capacity of the OLC/vanadia electrodes
was about one order of magnitude above uncoated carbon
onion electrodes at low specific currents (Figure 6C). With
increasing specific current, the specific capacity of the hybrid
electrodes decreased, while carbon onion electrodes performed
on a relatively constant level. It can be observed that higher
coating thickness results in less capacity retention at high

Figure 6. Cyclic voltammograms measured at 1 mV/s and specific capacity values derived from integrating galvanostatic discharge curves for (A, C)
carbon onion and (B, D) activated carbon hybrid electrodes.
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specific currents. The performance decline for thicker coatings
is a result of longer diffusion paths and the insulating effect of
vanadia, which leads to charge limitations particularly at high
sweeping rates. At a low specific current of 0.05 A/g, OLC+150
exhibited with 129 mAh/g the highest capacity of all studied
hybrid electrodes (to provide a better comparability: when
(incorrectly) expressed as capacitance, this value would
correspond to 387 F/g). The value dropped with an increasing
specific current, and a capacity retention of about 27% was
observed at 5 A/g. In comparison, OLC+100 showed a
comparably high capacity of 120 mAh/g at 0.05 A/g while still
retaining 53% of its initial capacity at 5 A/g. The rate handling
performance of OLC+50 and OLC+100 is similar and
comparable to uncoated carbon onions below a current density
of 1 A/g. The capacity of the electrode with 150 ALD cycles is
only marginally superior to 100 ALD cycles at a very low
specific current. This suggests that most reactions take place at
the coating surface, while only little lithium intercalation into
the “bulk” of the coating takes place as supported by the lower
initial capacity of OLC+200. This electrochemically inactive
vanadia can be considered as dead mass, decreasing the specific
performance values of the electrode. A reason for this behavior
is that the vanadia coatings exhibit only partial crystallinity,
while substantial amounts of the coating show a distorted or
amorphous structure, which is not favorable for lithium
intercalation.34 Overall, the hybrid electrode with 100 ALD
cycles showed the most attractive electrochemical properties,
with a good compromise between high initial capacity and good
rate handling performance.
The discharge capacity of AC/vanadia hybrid electrodes at a

low current density was about 2−3-times higher than that of
uncoated AC. With higher current densities, the capacity values
dropped increasingly with a higher coating thickness, exhibiting

retentions between 24% (for 50 ALD-cycles) and 8% (for 200
ALD-cycles) at 5 A/g. At a low current density of 0.05 A/g, AC
+100 showed the highest capacity of all AC/vanadia electrodes
with 122 mAh/g, which is comparable to OLC+100. Yet, with
increasing current densities, the observed drop in capacity was
more severe as for carbon onion electrodes. Above specific
currents of 1 A/g, all AC/vanadia electrodes showed less
capacity than uncoated AC. Besides the aforementioned
insulating effect of vanadia, the inferior electrical conductivity
of AC, which is about one order of magnitude lower than for
carbon onions,23 is another reason for the more severe decline
in performance at higher scanning rates. Furthermore, this
behavior can be related to the microporous structure of AC.
The vanadia coating is responsible for micropore blocking
inside the AC particles and causing a large reduction in
accessible SSA,47 as observed by GSA (Figure 5B). Also,
diffusion paths in the porous network of AC become narrower,
thus increasing the diffusion resistance for ions. Obviously, a
high electrical conductivity of the carbon substrate material is a
requirement for good rate handling characteristics of hybrid
electrodes. Vanadia coatings introduced to AC electrodes are
only desirable for low rate applications, and a coating thickness,
equivalent to 100 ALD cycles in this work, should not be
exceeded to avoid extensive pore blocking and insulating
phenomena.
It was demonstrated that both hybrid electrodes exhibited

the best performance when loaded with 100 ALD cycles of
vanadia. Therefore, the electrochemical performance of these
hybrid electrodes is further investigated both in charge balanced
full-cells against activated carbon and in symmetrical full-cells.
The CV (Figure 7A) of charge balanced OLC+100/AC exhibits
a slightly higher specific current than AC+100/AC as a result of
small redox peaks at cell voltages of around +1.0 V and +1.3 V

Figure 7. (A) Cyclic voltammograms measured at 1 mV/s, (B) galvanostatic charge−discharge profiles measured at 0.05 A/g, and (C) Ragone plot
for charge balanced (against activated carbon, YP-80F) and symmetrical full-cells of OLC+100 and AC+100 hybrid electrodes. (D) Cycling stability
test of AC+100 and OLC+100 in half cells, and AC+100/AC and OLC+100/AC in charge balanced full-cells at a specific current of 1 A/g.
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cell voltage. At a cell voltage of +1.0 V, the applied potential at
the OLC+100 electrode in the charge balanced system is at
about −0.5 V, which is in alignment with the redox peaks
observed in half-cells. In comparison, the specific current of
symmetrical full-cells is extensively reduced, especially at higher
cell voltages. This behavior is explained by charge limitations
caused at the positive electrode, which are a consequence of the
inferior performance of the hybrid electrodes in the positive
potential area, as has been demonstrated by the CVs of half-
cells (Figure 6A,B).
Galvanostatic charge−discharge profiles (Figure 7B) were

used to calculate the specific energy and specific power as used
for a Ragone plot (Figure 7C). The performance of charge
balanced full-cells is superior compared to symmetrical full-cells
in both specific energy and specific power. OLC+100/AC
exhibits specific energies of 38 Wh/kg and 3.3 Wh/kg at
specific powers of 57 W/kg and 5.9 kW/kg, respectively. In
comparison, AC+100/AC shows a performance of 29 Wh/kg
(1.1 Wh/kg) at 53 W/kg (4.3 kW/kg). The low performance of
symmetrical cells is effected by the rapid voltage drop in the
discharge cycle (Figure 7B). This low cycle efficiency is
explained by the disparate electrochemical behavior of the
carbon/vanadia hybrid electrodes in the positive and negative
potential window. Therefore, the two electrodes are dispropor-
tionally charged, and the resulting potential at the positive
electrode exceeds the stability window of the electrolyte.
Superior performance can only be found for asymmetrical cells,
where the carbon/vanadia hybrid material is used as a negative
electrode.
Stability testing was carried out in both a half-cell setup with

AC+100 and OLC+100 hybrid electrodes, and in charge
balanced full-cells (AC+100/AC and OLC+100/AC) via
galvanostatic charge−discharge at 1 A/g (Figure 7D). Both
half-cells retained about 95% of their initial discharge capacity
up to 3000 cycles. Afterward, OLC+100 exhibited a steady
capacity fading of about 1% every 100 cycles, while the capacity
of AC+100 increased to about 115% of the initial value after
8000 cycles. Long-term cycling leads to electrochemical
degradation of vanadia, which causes a reduced redox activity
and therefore a decrease in performance of the OLC+100
hybrid electrodes. For the AC+100 hybrid electrodes, though,
the electrochemical degradation of vanadia gave rise to a partial
clearance of blocked channels inside the microporous AC
particles, which benefited the ion mobility and thereby
decreased the electrodes resistivity, as seen from the reduction
of the IR drop (Supporting Information, Figure S6). The result
is a slight increase in capacity after 3000 cycles. The charge
balanced full-cells exhibited a minor drop in discharge capacity
after a few hundred cycles but then remained highly stable at
91% (AC+100/AC) and 85% (OLC+100/AC) of their initial
value, respectively, up to 8000 cycles.

4. CONCLUSIONS
It was demonstrated that ALD allows the deposition of vanadia
on free-standing, porous carbon electrodes. Exohedral carbon
onions were uniformly coated, while for endohedral AC,
micropores were blocked, and the accessible surface area
declined extensively at high vanadia loadings. The growth
mechanism of vanadia on carbon substrates was characterized
by an initial island growth, which began to form a more
continuous layer after a sufficient number of ALD cycles. The
pore structure proved to have a severe impact on the
crystallinity of the resulting vanadia layers. The external surface

area of carbon onions provided favorable conditions for
crystalline growth, contrarily to the microporous internal
surface area of activated carbon, where mostly amorphous
vanadia was formed.
The electrochemical performance of the hybrid electrodes

was enhanced by the vanadia coating on carbon onions and AC
at low specific currents. Yet, only carbon onions as substrate
material provided a sufficient electrical conductivity for superior
capacity at high rates, while the performance of AC/vanadia
electrodes dropped at high charging and discharging rates.
Consequently, highly conductive carbons with exohedral
surfaces are found to be the superior substrate material for
hybrid electrodes. It was found that there is an optimum
amount of vanadia that results in an ideal balance between
redox-activity and electrical conductivity of the hybrid
electrode. In this work, the optimum amount of vanadia was
around 50 wt % for activated carbon and 65 wt % for carbon
onions. Furthermore, the performance of activated carbon
hybrid electrodes dropped drastically due to blocking of
internal surface area when exceeding 65 wt % of vanadia. In
full-cells, the fabricated carbon/vanadia hybrid electrodes
exhibit superior performance only when employed as negative
electrodes in an asymmetrical cell.
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